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Neverwhere
REVISED AND UPDATED! "As well as being a great tool for instruction, it's also a fascinating insight into one of the world's
best putters." Tommy Fleetwood Climb the ladder to achieve one-putts by choosing the right putter, achieving an
immaculate set up, reading the greens, acquiring touch and feel and honing your skills through drills with One Putt. This
book also includes some stunning bespoke photography from Getty's No.1 golf photographer as well as many shots of
today's leading Pros shot especially for the book. With TV's best-loved golf analyst, Ken Brown's own analysis and stories
from a wealth of experience, this heavily illustrated, easy-to-follow book will make honing this golfing skill easy and
entertaining.

How to Make Every Putt
The award-winning Golf Channel instructor and host of The Golf Fix revives a long-lost technique for adjusting your putter's
loft, with winning results. Acclaimed instructor Michael Breed resurrects the crucial lessons of negative loft-3 degrees of it,
to be precise-and shows how it can revolutionize any player's short game. Drawn from years of self-funded technical
research, The 3-Degree Putting Solution presents the key to fixing putting woes once and for all. The secret is to change the
loft on the putter face from 4 degrees of positive loft (as conventional wisdom dictates) to a negative loft of 3 degrees. The
result? Backspin is greatly reduced, ensuring a more consistent speed and a "truer" roll. And by leaning the putter shaft
forward, golfers can all but eliminate the ball's pesky air jump immediately after impact. Shrinking the chance of error on
each putt, Breed has perfected the 3-Degree technique to incorporate optimal grip, posture, and alignment, as well as
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intuitive skills such as mental conditioning and how to read the green. This breakthrough guide offers practice drills with
dozens of photographs and illustrations, making the 3-Degree technique a powerful lesson in shaving crucial points off your
score. Giving readers access to the proven wisdom of a world-class instructor, The 3-Degree Putting Solution is sure to
spark new dialogues on how to putt like a pro.

Putt Like the Pros
From 50 yards and in, no golfer in history has demonstrated more talent, flair, creativity and precision, or generated more
raw excitement, than Phil Mickelson. His ability with the sand wedge and putter are legendary not only among fans but his
peers as well, and it is his skill with those clubs that is primarily responsible for his winning 34 tournaments on the PGA
Tour, including three major championships. In his first-ever instruction book, Mickelson explains in detail how to master
every phase of the short game. Mickelson maintains that any golfer of average ability can become a deadly short-game
player by approaching the subject with a blend of science (proper mechanics and setup) and art (imagination and feel).
Mickelson does a fine job explaining both; combining the wisdom of his great teachers with his own fertile imagination,
cultivated from 34 years of experimentation, trial and error. No golfer can afford to miss out on Mickelson′s secrets and tips.

The 3-Degree Putting Solution
?The hottest instructor in golf?(Sports Illustrated) presents a revolutionary guide for lowering your score with a powerful
new approach to strategizing, decision-making, and management for every part of your short game. Stan Utley?s
breakthrough short game and putting techniques have made him one of the most sought-after golf instructors in America.
Now he offers a breakthrough approach for golfers of all skill levels, with a course- management approach designed to help
golfers at the crucial stages of a round of golf. The Art of Scoring shows readers how to understand the way their short
game handicap and overall skill level should dictate strategy. Breaking down pitching, chipping, bunker play, and putting
into three proficiency categories, Utley presents customized techniques for saving shots simply by making better decisions.
He leads us through a round with three amateurs?two 10-handicappers and a 20-handicapper?to show how improved
strategy and execution can transform a player?s game. With behind- thescenes pro teaching sessions, crash courses on the
three hardest greenside shots, and one hundred black-and-white and color photographs, The Art of Scoring is like getting a
brand-new set of state-of-the-art clubs, customized by one of the game?s premier teachers.

Business Writing with Heart
The perfect gift for any golfer looking to elevate their game. The best players know that golf is a game of confidence, and
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most important, concentration–the ability to focus and block out distraction. The goal of achieving clear thought is also at
the heart of Buddhist teachings. In his highly original and groundbreaking book, noted PGA coach and Buddhist instructor,
Dr. Joseph Parent, draws on this natural connection and teaches golfers how to clear their minds, achieve ultimate focus,
and play in the moment for each shot. Zen Golf presents a simple system for building “mental game mastery.” Dr Parent’s
unique PAR Approach (focusing on Preparation, Action, and Response to Results) guides golfers with specific techniques for
each aspect of their games. In chapters such as “How to Get From the Practice Tee to the First Tee”, “You Produce What
You Fear”, and “How to Enjoy a Bad Round of Golf”, the author shares a personal teaching regimen that has helped improve
the games of professionals and amateurs alike. By combining classic insights and stories from Zen tradition, Zen Golf helps
eliminate the mental distractions that routinely cause poor shots and loss of concentration, allowing golfers to feel in “the
zone” that professionals have learned to master. Clear, concise, and enlightening, Zen Golf shows golfers how to prepare
for, execute, and equally important, respond the results of any golf shot. A different approach to golf instruction, this book
shapes ancient philosophies into new teachings.

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Improving Your Short Game
"The hottest instructor in golf" (Sports Illustrated) takes on old-school gurus with a far more accessible, intuitive, and
innovative approach to those essential chip shots, pitches, and bunker rescues. Veteran golfers know that the secret to a
lower score is a solid short game, but mastering those small strokes can be maddening—even for the pros. One of golf's
most revered instructors, Stan Utley now reveals the step-by-step tactics behind his revolutionary short-game techniques in
The Art of the Short Game. After introducing readers to his groundbreaking philosophy that explains why most players don't
see all the shots available to them near the green, Utley moves on to shatter conventional wisdom about stance, grip, and
ball position. From choosing the right clubs (including a checklist of must-haves that should always be in your bag) to spin
reduction during chipping and fearless sand play, The Art of the Short Game demystifies the most aggravating shots on the
links. Though Utley's primer features a full set of drills, accompanied by more than seventy-five photos, his approach is far
removed from the monotonous, mechanical instruction of yesteryear. Giving a time-tested secret weapon to every golfer at
every level, Utley's short-game methods turn trouble shots into triumph.

The Timeless Swing
Tips on the Short Game from Golf Legend Ray Floyd The short game is arguably the hardest part of golf. Hitting the ball off
the tee is easy compared to the recovery shots and touch shots needed to get the ball onto the green and into the hole.
Ray Floyd is an acknowledged master of the short game, and he strongly credits his longtime success to his proficiency
form 60 yards in. In this profusely illustrated book, Floyd shares his personal theories on all facets of the short game:
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pitching, chipping, putting, and more. He describes what has worked for him and some of his colleagues and makes
suggestions on how to vary shots depending on the reader's abilities and tendencies. He relates anecdotes of famous shots
that have won for him, offers a wide range of practice exercises, and explains how the pros calmly handle unusual shots
that leave duffers perplexed. In all, this book will increase readers' golf smarts, bolster their confidence and lower their
scores.

Psychosocial Care of End-Stage Organ Disease and Transplant Patients
In Dave Stockton's Putt to Win, Stockton, one of the greatest putters of all time, shares the secrets he's learned throughout
his career for mastering the "other" game of golf, the one played on the green. The leading money winner on the Senior
PGA Tour in 1993 and 1994, Stockton explains the mechanics necessary for successful putting and the mental approach
needed to accept your share of misses while holing at least your share of birdies. Beautifully illustrated to highlight various
putting techniques and loaded with solid practice drills and short-game tips, Dave Stockton's Putt to Win helps you do just
that. Stockton shows numerous ways to improve your putting and ultimately lower your score. Topics covered include how
to develop a smooth, dependable, mistake-free stroke; how to stay focused throughout the stroke no matter how difficult
the putt; how to read the green and judge the distance to the hole; how to make adjustments for the length, the speed, and
the grain of the green; how to read the subtle features that can influence the roll of the ball; how to choose the proper
putter; and much more. But most important, Dave Stockton is able to articulate and teach us how to develop feel - the
crucial element that separates great putters from those who quake at the sight of a breaking four-footer.

Dave Stockton's Putt to Win
Lights-Out Putting
'You drive for show, you putt for dough'. This old saying is familiar to all golfers and Bob Rotella, one of the foremost
authorities on golf today, is a firm believer in its truth. In Putting out of Your Mind he reveals the unique mental approach
that great putting requires and helps golfers of all levels master this essential skill. Much like Golf Is Not a Game of Perfect
and Golf Is a Game of Confidence, Putting out of Your Mind is a resonant and informative guide to achieving a better golf
game. While most golfers spend their time trying to perfect their swing so they can hit the ball further, Rotella encourages
them to concentrate on their putting, the most crucial yet overlooked aspect of the game. Great players are not only aware
of the importance of putting, they go out of their way to master it. And of course mastery begins with an understanding of
the attitude needed to be a better putter. Rotella's mental rules, which have helped some of the greatest golfers in the
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world to become champion putters can now work for golfers everywhere. With everything from true-life stories from some
of the greats to dozens of game-changing practice drills, Putting out of Your Mind is the new bible of putting, and is sure to
bring about immediate results for anyone who plays the game.

One Magical Sunday
Explains the significance of the short game, offers advice for improving pitching, chipping, and putting skills, and includes
effective practice drills.

Organize Tomorrow Today
Write your way into successful, lasting work relationships. Writing is the lifeblood of career success. This book shows you
how to write with heart--to use language and messages that connect with others at work, building relationships that help
you achieve your goals. You have coworkers, clients, or customers you rely on to contribute to your success, and you may
write to them more often than you talk or meet. Your written words must carry your messages, sometimes in tense and
awkward situations. This book shows how to choose words that convey your meaning while developing and sustaining your
relationships. If you are a leader, team member, sales or customer service rep, entrepreneur, or any professional who
communicates in writing, this book helps you support positive relationships in every message. Whether you write to the
assistant in the next office or the partner on the other side of the globe, you can communicate in ways that build trust,
respect, and solid connections with others. Find out how to: --Make small changes in your emails to reinforce relationships
rather than weaken them. --Share bad news, constructive feedback, apologies, and reminders in ways that reassure readers
and create goodwill. --Say no to requests clearly and firmly without alienating or embarrassing others. --Respond to angry
or tactless messages while preserving your reputation and the relationships that matter. --Communicate confidently even
when the words don't come easily, using the model wording, letters, notes, and emails in this book.

The Art of Putting
The author chronicles his 2004 Masters win, revealing early influences, and offering a glimpse into his personal life and
relationships.

Unconscious Scoring
Dave Pelz’s Putting Bible is the second of four books in the hugely popular Dave Pelz Scoring Game Series. Following the
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enormous success of his Short Game Bible, now the authoritative instructor tackles one of golf’s least understood skills –
putting. Because a putt is the last shot on every hole, and there is no possibility of recovery from a short miss, the putt can
count a disproportionate amount. As Pelz discusses in this indispensible guide, the putt constitutes around 43 percent of all
swings made - and often almost 100 percent of a game’s anguish and frustration! But, as the author explains, putting is
actually simple to understand and do. It is also one of the few skills in sport in which any player, regardless of size, strength,
speed, gender or education, can compete equally with the best professionals in the world. Using decades of scientific
research from studying thousands of golfers, this Nasa-trained scientist shows readers the simplicity of putting that escapes
most golfers, and lays out the fifteen well-defined steps to putting perfection. This comprehensive guide from the
internationally revered master of the short game and putting game is an absolute essential for all golfers looking to take
strokes off their score.

The Anatomy of Greatness
This book is an invaluable key to self-understanding. Using examples from her own life and the lives of her clients, as well
as from dreams, fairy tales, myths, films, and literature, Linda Schierse Leonard, a Jungian analyst, exposes the wound of
the spirit that both men and women of our culture bear—a wound that is grounded in a poor relationship between
masculine and feminine principles. Leonard speculates that when a father is wounded in his own psychological
development, he is not able to give his daughter the care and guidance she needs. Inheriting this wound, she may find that
her ability to express herself professionally, intellectually, sexually, and socially is impaired. On a broader scale, Leonard
discusses how women compensate for cultural devaluation, resorting to passive submission (“the Eternal Girl”), or a
defensive imitation of the masculine (“the Armored Amazon”). The Wounded Woman shows that by understanding the
father-daughter wound and working to transform it psychologically, it is possible to achieve a fruitful, caring relationship
between men and women, between fathers and daughters, a relationship that honors both the mutuality and the
uniqueness of the sexes.

Gary Player's Black Book
Putting has often been described as an art, but the author of this book, by trade a physicist, has analyzed it as never
before, using scientific principles. Pelz has come up with a system to perfect your putting stroke -- or at least to come as
close to perfect as humanly possible.

The Story of My Life
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Tom Watson's stunning performance in the 2009 British Open was the story of the year in golf - if not in all sports. Nearing
his 60th birthday, he led the world's oldest major championship with one hole to play and came within an unlucky bounce of
winning his sixth Open championship, losing in a playoff. Known at the highest levels of the game as a shotmaker's
shotmaker, a master of any shot under any conditions, and the finest foul-weather golfer of all time, Watson relied on a
swing that has lasted as an unmatched model of good mechanics, rhythm and repeatability. Jack Nicklaus and other peers
believe Watson is swinging better today than when he was a dominant player on the regular PGA Tour 30-plus years ago. In
THE TIMELESS SWING, Watson offers a lifetime's worth of wisdom and insight into the game of golf, showing how to become
a better player at any age. In Watson's plain-spoken voice, the book will distil the most important lessons for how to
improve your swing and score and will be laced with the anecdotal stories and bits of wisdom that have been accumulated
by Watson during his forty year professional career. With a foreword by Jack Nicklaus and 4-color photographs by awardwinning Golf Digest photographer Dom Furore illustrating Watson's method throughout.

Golf is Not a Game of Perfect
Dr Bob Rotella is one of the hottest golfing performance consultants in the world today. Unlike other performance
consultants, Rotella goes beyond the usual mental aspects of the game and the reliance on specific techniques. In this
extraordinary book, and with his clients, he creates an attitude and a mindset about all aspects of the golfer's game, from
mental preparation to competition. And, as some of the world's greatest golfers will attest, the results are spectacular.
Filled with charming and insightful stories about golf and the golfers Rotella works with, GOLF IS NOT A GAME OF PERFECT
will improve the game of even the most casual weekend player.

Fearless Golf
The first putting book in more than a decade from the world’s best-known— and bestselling—golf instructor. With numerous
bestselling books, coast-to-coast golf schools, and lessons to elite pros, Dave Pelz has founded an empire based upon his
scientific approach to the game. His last putting book, Dave Pelz’s Putting Bible, was a blockbuster, but his fans are eager
to learn the master’s newest and most up-to-date techniques. Their wait is finally over. In Dave Pelz’s Putting Games, he
synthesizes the lessons he gives to elite pros, including Phil Mickelson, Vijay Singh, Steve Elkington, Bo Van Pelt, and Mike
Weir—not to mention the thousands of amateurs who attend the Dave Pelz Scoring Game schools and clinics every year.
Pelz guides readers through the process of fine-tuning existing strokes, creating new skills and techniques, and using
feedback devices at home, where it’s easy to find the time to make it happen, all in the name of improving your putting
skills. Every golfer knows that improving his or her putting will lower scores, yet great putting remains one of the game’s
most elusive goals. Filled with full-color instructional photos and step-by-step lessons, Dave Pelz’s Putting Games is the
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answer to a golfer’s dream: It shows the way to improve your putting by playing games in the comfort and convenience of
your own home during the week, so you can shoot lower scores on the course on the weekends.

From 60 Yards In
Although George Low was one of golf's greatest- and unabashed- hustlers (he once reportedly said, "Show me a millionaire
with a bad backswing, and I can have a very pleasant afternoon") he was also one of the best putters the game has ever
known. Counselor of putting to Arnold Palmer and his contemporaries, Low was renowned both as a player and a teacher of
this most fragile art- the sure putting stroke. In this, his only book, Low reveals the secrets of his amazingly dependable
putting technique, addressing stance, grip, tempo, and the other fundamentals that make putts drop. Any golfer, from
hacker to tour pro, can benefit from the advice in this rare classic of golf's instructional literature.

Yonnondio
PGA stars such as Jay Haas, Craig Stadler, Peter Jacobsen, and Darren Clarke have all sought advice from fellow pro Stan
Utley about their putting, and have gone on to such immediate success on the green that Utley has become the most indemand teacher in the game. Now, in The Art of Putting he outlines his unique approach to putting for golfers of all skill
levels. In a welcome change from mechanistic and overly-complex putting “systems,” Utley breaks down the putting stroke
to a simple, natural motion, revealing a straightforward method for learning this sure, repeatable stroke. As he guides you
through the fundamentals of the proper grip, posture, alignment, and swing, Utley will overhaul and improve your stroke by
putting feel back into your game. This definitive book also provides: • A complete primer on club design, with tips for
finding the putter most in tune with the nuances of your swing • A guide to the sensory aspects of a good putt, from grip
pressure to impact response to the way a putt should sound • Simple steps for reading greens accurately, every time •
Drills to commit your putting stroke to muscle memory and overcome the tics that can knock your putts off line • Cures for
the mental hurdles you’ll face on the short grass

The Master of Putting
A golf champion and instructor describes how 90 percent of a golfer's score is purely mental and offers tips for amateur
players on how to learn to use his or her mind more effectively to achieve a better score.

RYA Yachtmaster Handbook (E-G70)
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“The Pro Tours’s hottest coach” (Golf Digest) scores the perfect follow-up to his bestselling golf guide, Unconscious Putting.
Dave Stockton is hotter than ever. The 2011 U.S. Open winner, Rory McIlroy, studied with the renowned instructor and twotime former PGA champion, and credits Stockton’s teachings as the reason behind his own putting success. In Unconscious
Putting, Stockton introduced amateur players to the techniques, strategies, and mental processes he uses to help tour
players find so much success on the green. Now, Unconscious Scoring completes Stockton’s short-game education by
teaching readers how to make the most of shots around the green—the best place to achieve lower scores. Simplicity is the
key to Stockton’s remarkable instruction success, and he breaks down the short game into two components—low shots and
high shots—explaining both the technique and the context of how and when the shots should be used. Besides McIlroy,
Stockton has worked with champions such as Phil Mickelson, Yani Tseng (the number-one ranked woman in the world), and
Annika Sorenstam. In Unconscious Scoring, Stockton illustrates his principles with examples from his week-to-week sessions
with these and many more of the game’s top players. Including black-and-white and color photos and instructional video
tags, Unconscious Scoring reveals the simple processes and transformative insights that every player—whatever his or her
handicap—yearns to master.

The Art of the Short Game
The renowned LPGA instructor and best-selling author of Zen Golf draws on his expertise with training such champions as
Vijay Singh and Cristie Kerr to place the art of putting in a context of Zen Buddhist philosophy, outlining simple but effective
techniques that address immediate physical and mental challenges.

Your Putting Solution
The #1 New York Times bestselling author's ultimate edition of his wildly successful first novel featuring his "preferred
text"—and including his special Neverwhere tale "How the Marquis Got His Coat Back" Published in 1997, Neil Gaiman's
darkly hypnotic first novel, Neverwhere, heralded the arrival of a major talent and became a touchstone of urban fantasy.
Over the years, a number of versions were produced both in the U.S. and the U.K. Now Gaiman's preferred edition of his
classic novel reconciles these works and reinstates a number of scenes cut from the original published books. Neverwhere
is the story of Richard Mayhew, a young London businessman with a good heart and an ordinary life, which is changed
forever when he discovers a girl bleeding on the sidewalk. He stops to help her—an act of kindness that plunges him into a
world he never dreamed existed. Slipping through the cracks of reality, Richard lands in the Neverwhere—a London of
shadows and darkness, monsters and saints, murderers and angels that exists entirely in a subterranean labyrinth. The
Neverwhere is home to Door, the mysterious girl Richard helped in the London Above. Door, a noblewoman whose family
has been murdered, is on a quest to find the agent that slaughtered her family and thwart the destruction of this
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underworld kingdom. If Richard is ever to return to his former life, he must join the journey to save Door's world—and find a
way to survive. A hallucinatory fantasia of mystery, mythology, and terror that "draws equally from George Lucas, Monty
Python, Doctor Who, and John Milton" (USA Today), Neverwhere is an "Alice in Wonderland with a punk edge" (Poppy Z.
Brite), "that is both the stuff of dreams and nightmares" (San Diego Union-Tribune).

Secrets of the Short Game
A detailed plan for conquering the FEAR that sabotages swings and ruins psyches, from the pioneering psychologist whose
techniques have benefited Davis Love III, Justin Leonard, and numerous other world-class golfers. As Jack Nicklaus once
observed, fear is the golfer’s greatest enemy, inspiring Tiger Woods to "refuse" to give in to this debilitating emotion. It can
turn professionals into jelly and dominate the games of most amateurs. It alters swing paths, causes “tap-in” putts to go
awry, and transforms a golfer from a brilliant shot-maker on the practice range into an incompetent hack on the course.
Most golfers understand this, but do not have the tools to overcome it. That’s where Dr. Gio Valiante comes in. A pioneering
sports psychologist, Valiante has studied the sources of an athlete’s fear, investigated the physiological and neurological
impact of fear on performance, and, most important of all, developed a groundbreaking program for conquering it. With
Valiante's help and by applying Fearless Golf, Justin Leonard went from three consecutive missed cuts to three consecutive
top tens, and Chad Campbell recently moved from 98th in the world to 7th. Davis Love III went from zero wins in 2002 to
four wins in 2003, and Chris DiMarco made the 2004 Ryder Cup Team. Emphasizing the need to replace a fixation-on-results
with a commitment to mastery of one’s body and one's mind, Valiante’s approach will not only help golfers reach their true
potential, it will make playing every round fun again. Through concrete confidence and mastery drills, he presents specific
ways readers can break free of fear’s grasp and perform at their best—even under the most extreme pressure. With
detailed quotes and anecdotes given exclusively to Dr. Valiante from the best players in the game—including Jack Nicklaus,
Ernie Els, and other tour professionals, Fearless Golf is the ultimate guide to the mental game, the hottest topic in golf
today.

Zen Golf
Th is book takes an integrated, evidence-based approach the psychiatricaspects of organ transplantation. Unlike any other
text currently on the market, this title presents the core principles of transplant psychiatry through an organ-based
structure that includes the heart, lungs, liver, GI organs, kidney, composite tissue, and other key areas of transplantation.
Each section is divided into chapters discussing psychosocial, medical, and surgical considerations prior to and posttransplant, such as indications leading to a particular type of transplantation, medical course and complications aft er
transplantation, psychiatric and psychosocial considerations before and aft er transplantation, history of each type of organ
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transplant, and any other special considerations. Th e text ends with special topics in care, including psychopharmacology,
substance abuse, psychosocial evaluation of recipients and donors, ethical considerations, cross-cultural aspects, and
building the transplant psychiatry practice. It includes excellent learning tools, including over 140 tables and figures for
ease of use. Written by interdisciplinary experts, Psychosocial Care of End-Stage Disease and Transplant Patients is a
valuable resource for students and medical professionals interested in psychiatry, psychology, psychosomatic medicine,
transplant surgery, internists, hospital administrators, pharmacists, nurses, and social workers.

Behind Every Lie
Describes the author's improbable journey as an Aspen club caddie and his relationships with misfit fellow caddies, an
experience that compelled his visits to some of the world's most exclusive and picturesque golf locations.

One Putt
Filled with stories, anecdotes and impactful intervention strategies, and using interviews with over 50 established golf stars,
this must-have guide for golfers of all levels shows them how to specifically correct their mental errors and turn their short
comings into new-found confidence. 25,000 first printing.

Mistake-Free Golf
Top teaching professional Sones shares his secrets to successful putting in this beautifully illustrated book, discussing such
subjects as mental imagery, finding the right putter, reading greens, and controlling speed. 100 photos & illustrations.

Why People Kill Themselves
The autobiography of Helen Keller, who lost both sight and hearing by illness at nineteen months, and became a famous
author and lecturer.

The Wounded Woman
Describes how to identify weaknesses in golfing technique, offers strategies for strengthening them, and presents a plan to
lower scores by improving the short game
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Putting Out Of Your Mind
Yonnondio follows the heartbreaking path of the Holbrook family in the late 1920s and the Great Depression as they move
from the coal mines of Wyoming to a tenant farm in western Nebraska, ending up finally on the kill floors of the
slaughterhouses and in the wretched neighborhoods of the poor in Omaha, Nebraska. Mazie, the oldest daughter in the
growing family of Jim and Anna Holbrook, tells the story of the family's desire for a better life – Anna's dream that her
children be educated and Jim's wish for a life lived out in the open, away from the darkness and danger of the mines. At
every turn in their journey, however, their dreams are frustrated, and the family is jeopardized by cruel and indifferent
systems.

Dave Pelz's Putting Bible
The author of Your Short Game Solution presents his Tour-proven putting-improvement system that can work with any
stroke. In a follow-up to the industry-acclaimed Your Short Game Solution (2015), James Sieckmann presents a no-nonsense
plan to making more putts. Most putting manuals focus on hard-set mechanics that even the top putters on Tour fail to
achieve. According to Sieckmann, you can score even if your mechanics are flawed as long as you master four essential
skills: 1) choosing the correct line; 2) starting your ball on that line; 3) matching the line with appropriate speed; and 4)
believing completely in yourself and in your training. Borrowing from the same playbook he uses with his Tour clients,
Sieckmann outlines a step-by-step process for perfecting these skills, which automatically boost performance.

Unconscious Scoring
In the first book from popular Golf Channel analyst Brandel Chamblee, the network’s “resident scholar and critic” (The New
York Times) explores the common swing positions of the greatest players throughout history—and reveals how those
commonalities can help players of every skill level improve our own games. Every golf game begins with the swing, and no
two are identical. Years ago, however, Brandel Chamblee, the highly regarded Golf Channel analyst and former PGA Tour
professional, noticed that the best players of all time have shared similar positions in each part of the swing, from the grip
and setup to the footwork, backswing, and follow-through. Since then, Chamblee, a student of game’s history, has used
scientific precision and thoroughness to make a study of the common swing positions of the greats. Now, in The Anatomy of
Greatness, he reveals what he has learned, offers hundreds of photographs as his proof, to show us how we can easily
incorporate his findings into our own swings to hit the ball farther, straighter, and more consistently. What does it tell us
that the majority of the greats—from Jack Nicklaus and Byron Nelson to modern masters like Tiger Woods—employ a
“strong” grip on the club? How did legends like Ben Hogan, Sam Snead, Mickey Wright, and Gary Player unlock hidden
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power and control by “turning in” the right knee at address? Why are some modern teachers preaching “quiet” footwork
when forty-eight of the top fifty golfers of all time lifted their left heels on the backswing, allowing them to build power? At
the same time that Chamblee is extolling certain swing virtues, he also debunks a number of popular—but
misguided—swing philosophies that have been hindering golfers for years. The result is perhaps the best and clearest
explanation of how to hit a golf ball ever published. The Anatomy of Greatness is a book that golfers can take to the driving
range and use Chamblee’s clear explanations to build better swings—and get more speed and consistency into their
swings—immediately. It is like having a series of private lessons from the best golfers of all time, and it will help golfers
build swings that make the game easier and more fun.

Dave Pelz's Short Game Bible
The RYA Yachtmaster examination is the gold-standard qualification for sail and power boaters the world over. This eBook is
the RYA’s official and definitive guide to the exam. It offers a unique insight into what you need to know, how the exam will
be conducted, and the skills required. Whether you are going to take the exam, or are thinking of it and want to find out
what you will face on the day, this is the book that you must have. Author James Stevens is the creator of the current RYA
Yachtmaster scheme for sail and power boats. Formerly the RYA’s Training Manager, he has over 30 years’ experience
examining, and there is nobody better to help you succeed.

Loopers
Gary Player's Black Book contains fifty questions and detailed responses from eighteen-time major winner Gary Player. The
book, divided into three parts, focuses on specific scenarios and problems that arise in golf, life, and business. In the first
section on golf, topics include putting, scoring, etiquette, the mental side of the game, and fitness and nutrition. In the
section on life, Player, the father of six and grandfather to twenty-two, addresses issues such as parenting, who to turn to
when in need of advice, and more. Finally, in the section on business, he details how to deal with competition, among other
topics. Player responds to questions such as: • Golf: How do I play a bunker shot from a plugged lie? • Life: I feel like I’ve
lost the passion for what I do. How do I get that back? • Business: When people criticize my work I take it very personally.
How do you handle criticism? The 2012 recipient of the PGA Tour Lifetime Achievement Award, Player draws from both on
and off the course experiences dealing with competitors, businesspeople, and family. In doing so, he offers a unique
glimpse into handling adversity with regard to these relationships. The advice that he offers is invaluable to fans of all ages.

Own Your Game
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In the spirit of business/self-help hits such as Darren Hardy's The Compound Effect, a simple formula for productivity and
success, from a prominent sports psychologist and a star business coach who join forces to offer seven fundamental skills
for improving your habits and achieving peak performance in work and life.

Dave Pelz's Putting Games
From the USA TODAY bestselling author of Do No Harm and The Night Olivia Fell—an “emotionally charged mystery” (Mary
Kubica, New York Times bestselling author)—comes a thrilling new suspense novel about the insidious nature of family
secrets…and their deadly potential. If you can’t remember it, how do you prove you didn’t do it? Eva Hansen wakes in the
hospital after being struck by lightning and discovers her mother, Kat, has been murdered. Eva was found unconscious
down the street. She can’t remember what happened but the police are highly suspicious of her. Determined to clear her
name, Eva heads from Seattle to London—Kat’s former home—for answers. But as she unravels her mother’s carefully held
secrets, Eva soon realizes that someone doesn’t want her to know the truth. And with violent memories beginning to
emerge, Eva doesn’t know who to trust. Least of all herself. Told in alternating perspectives from Eva’s search for answers
and Kat’s mysterious past, Christina McDonald has crafted another “complex, emotionally intense” (Publishers Weekly)
domestic thriller. Perfect for fans of Lisa Jewell’s I Found You and Karin Slaughter’s Pieces of Her, Behind Every Lie explores
the complicated nature of mother-daughter relationships, family trauma, and the danger behind long-held secrets.

The Art of Scoring
A follow-up to Unconscious Putting reveals the short-game lessons given by the author to such champions as Phil Mickelson,
Yani Tseng and Annika Sorenstam to demonstrate how to make the most of shots around the green, revealing simple
techniques for achieving lower scores while explaining the context of how and when shots should be used.
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